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Abstract

Recent advances in the development of Eulerian incompressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (EISPH), such as high-
order convergence and natural coupling with Lagrangian formulations, demonstrate its potential as a meshless alternative
to traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods. This work aims to address one of the major outstanding
limitations of EISPH, its relatively high computational cost, by providing an implementation that can be deployed on
multiple graphics processing units (GPUs). To this end, a pre-existing multi-GPU version of the open-source Lagrangian
weakly-compressible code DualSPHysics is converted to an EISPH formulation and integrated with an open-source
multi-GPU multigrid solver (AmgX) to treat the pressure Poisson equation implicitly. The integration of AmgX within
DualSPHysics presents a significant challenge, since AmgX is designed for distributed systems and therefore conflicts with
the single-node shared memory design of the multi-GPU DualSPHysics code. The present implementation is validated
against well-known test cases, showing excellent agreement with benchmark solutions and demonstrating second-order
convergence. A detailed profiling and performance testing is also presented to investigate memory consumption and
scaling characteristics. The results show approximately 87 %–95 % strong scaling efficiency and 92 %–94 % weak scaling
efficiency in both 2D and 3D on up to four GPUs. Large spikes in memory consumption during the initialisation of the
linear solver library are found to impede full utilisation of the device memory. Nevertheless, the present implementation
is shown to permit problem sizes on the order of 69.3 million (2D) and 20.8 million (3D) particles on four GPUs (128 GB
total device memory), which is beyond what has previously been reported for incompressible SPH on GPUs, where the
PPE is treated implicitly, and demonstrates its potential as an alternative to traditional CFD methods.

Keywords: AmgX, DualSPHysics, Eulerian Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, Multi-GPU, Pressure
Poisson Equation

1. Introduction

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) plays a vital role in
the understanding of complex fluid flows, from microfluidics,
to hydrodynamics, to hypersonics. Traditional approaches
to CFD rely on well-established techniques such as the5

finite difference, finite volume, and finite element meth-
ods [1]. These approaches all share a key commonality in
that they are mesh-based, where the computational domain
is discretised into a grid-like structure composed of con-
nected nodes/cells/elements. The governing equations (e.g.10

Navier-Stokes equations) are then discretised according
to the underlying numerical scheme and solved at these
discrete locations. Mesh-based methods are both math-
ematically and algorithmically mature and have enjoyed
many successes over the years. However, the process of15

generating an appropriate mesh is a notorious bottleneck
in the traditional CFD workflow that has inspired decades
of research and yet is still considered a major challenge in
the application of CFD [2].

∗Corresponding author
Email address: joseph.oconnor@manchester.ac.uk (Joseph

O’Connor)

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) has gained sig-20

nificant recognition as a meshless approach to CFD that
excels for problems where mesh generation is particularly
challenging. Originally developed for astrophysics [3, 4],
SPH discretises the computational domain into a set of
particles that rely on a kernel weighting function with a25

radius of influence to discretise the governing equations [5].
In its most popular form, SPH is usually presented as a
Lagrangian weakly-compressible approach that is especially
suited to cases where traditional CFD typically struggles.
This includes problems such as violent free-surface flows30

or highly-deforming domains [6] and there are several ex-
amples of successful applications of SPH in areas such as
coastal engineering [7, 8] and hydroelasticity [9–11], to
name a few.

Historically, one of the major drawbacks of SPH has35

been an incomplete understanding of its convergence char-
acteristics and the overall accuracy of the method [12].
This is evidenced by the fact that convergence, consistency
and stability are listed together as one of the SPH Grand
Challenges for the research community to focus their ef-40

forts on for the future [13]. The issues around convergence
are exacerbated by the Lagrangian nature of the classi-
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cal SPH method, since irregular particle distributions are
known to introduce errors in the solution [12, 14]. How-
ever, the standard SPH method can be reformulated into45

an Eulerian framework, whereby the particles (perhaps
more appropriately termed interpolation points) are fixed
within the domain. This allows precise control over par-
ticle placement and therefore improves the convergence
behaviour [15]. Within such a framework, Eulerian SPH50

can be considered a direct competitor to traditional CFD
for internal flows, while also retaining the key benefit of
the original SPH formulation, namely its meshless nature.

The main advantage of Eulerian SPH (and SPH in gen-
eral) over traditional CFD methods is that the particles can55

be distributed throughout the domain with no requirements
on connectivity, unlike mesh-based approaches where cell
quality is a key determinant in obtaining an appropriate
solution. This allows simulations of almost arbitrarily com-
plex geometries with relative ease. Lind and Stansby [15]60

have recently shown that Eulerian SPH can also compete
with traditional CFD in terms of accuracy, demonstrating
high-order convergence (up to sixth-order) when combining
Eulerian SPH with an incompressible formulation (EISPH)
and adopting high-order kernel weighting functions. Al-65

though the Lagrangian characteristics that have driven
the popularity of SPH over the years are lost with a fully
Eulerian approach, another advantage of Eulerian SPH
is that it can be naturally coupled with its original La-
grangian formulation [15, 16]. This allows, for example,70

a Lagrangian formulation close to the free surface with a
high-order Eulerian formulation within the bulk flow away
from the free surface.

As with any relatively new method, Eulerian SPH has
certain disadvantages that limit its application. These are75

inherited from the original SPH method and there is signif-
icant research activity currently dedicated to solving these
issues. One of the major challenges in SPH is boundary
conditions [6, 13]. In SPH, particles close to the compu-
tational boundary tend to suffer from consistency issues80

due to the incomplete kernel support and therefore require
special treatment [17]. Within the scope of EISPH, Nasar
et al. [18] have recently developed fourth-order boundary
conditions and provide a framework for extending this to
even higher order. Another disadvantage of SPH is the85

computational cost, which is larger than traditional CFD
owing to the relatively large stencil size. Depending on the
radius of the kernel weighting function, an SPH particle
may have somewhere in the region of O(10) neighbouring
particles within its kernel support in 2D and O(100) in 3D.90

Hence, some form of high performance computing (HPC)
or hardware acceleration is usually necessary to make SPH
simulations computationally tractable [19, 20].

Graphics processing units (GPUs) are a form of hard-
ware acceleration, originally developed for graphics ma-95

nipulation, that are extremely efficient at processing large
amounts of data in parallel (e.g. pixel transformations).
Such tasks are emblematic of many operations in scientific
computing and CFD in particular. As a result, GPUs have

gained significant popularity in CFD as a cheaper, more100

efficient, and more accessible alternative to large-scale HPC
systems utilising central processing units (CPUs). SPH is
no exception, being well suited to parallel computing in
general, and it has enjoyed many successes in this area. Sig-
nificant speedups of up to 2–3 orders of magnitude over the105

equivalent single-core CPU versions have been reported in
the literature [19, 21–25]. This improved performance has
facilitated the application of SPH beyond basic hydrody-
namics to more complex flow problems, such as multiphase
flow [26–28]. However, while the improvements in execu-110

tion time are clear, a major limitation in GPU computing
is the available memory, with most current consumer GPUs
shipping with approximately 4 GB–12 GB of device mem-
ory and the current top-of-the-range NVIDIA A100 data
centre offering a maximum of 40 GB. This leads to a limit115

on the maximum number of particles that can be simulated
on a single GPU [29].

One solution to the memory limitations associated with
GPU computing is to use multiple GPUs. As well as increas-
ing the available device memory, the increased compute120

power can also lead to reductions in execution time if imple-
mented correctly. However, this is not always straightfor-
ward as multi-GPU programming introduces an additional
layer of parallelism, since memory is not shared across
GPUs and their tasks need to be coordinated appropriately.125

Multi-GPU implementations can be broadly categorised
into either single-node/multi-GPU or multi-node/multi-
GPU. In the first case, multiple GPUs are housed within
a single CPU node, resulting in a limit on the number of
GPUs that can be used (typically between 4–10). In the130

second case, multiple GPUs are distributed across multiple
CPU nodes, resulting in essentially an unlimited number
of GPUs, at the cost of having to coordinate network com-
munication via, for example, the message passing interface
(MPI). In the context of multi-GPU computing with SPH,135

Valdez-Balderas et al. [30] extended DualSPHysics – an
open-source single-GPU Lagrangian weakly-compressible
SPH code [29, 31] – to a multi-node/multi-GPU implemen-
tation using MPI. As well as demonstrating the ability to
simulate larger problem sizes than what was previously140

achievable on a single GPU, they also showed significant
speedups over the single-GPU performance. Rustico et al.
[32] also showed similar performance benefits with a single-
node/multi-GPU implementation of GPUSPH. Following
the work of Valdez-Balderas et al. [30], Domı́nguez et al.145

[33] demonstrated near-perfect weak scaling on up to 128
GPUs and showcased a large-scale simulation with more
than 1 billion particles using 64 GPUs. Similarly, Tsuzuki
and Aoki [34] showed up to 96 % weak scaling efficiency
with a multi-node/multi-GPU implementation using 256150

GPUs simulating 111 million particles. Ji et al. [35] have
also developed a weakly-compressible multi-GPU model,
for simulating water entry problems, and demonstrate 90 %–
99 % efficiency on 4–8 GPUs. More recently, Park et al.
[36] have extended their SOPHIA code to multi-GPU for155

complex large-scale nuclear applications and show a scaling
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efficiency of approximately 80 % on up to 6 GPUs.
While the benefits of GPU acceleration for weakly-

compressible SPH are clear, incompressible SPH presents
an additional challenge specific to incompressible schemes,160

namely solving the pressure Poisson equation (PPE). In
most implementations this step is treated implicitly, which
involves solving a large (but sparse) linear system to ob-
tain the pressure field at the subsequent time step. This
can be a challenge to do efficiently on massively-parallel165

systems and although there are examples of incompressible
SPH implementations on CPUs [20, 37], there are fewer
examples on GPUs. As a result, in the case that GPUs
are used for incompressible SPH, the PPE is instead often
treated explicitly [38, 39], thereby avoiding the cost and170

complexity of implicitly solving the linear system. How-
ever, while explicit schemes are more amenable to parallel
computing, this also places a restriction on the time step
size, thus increasing the computational cost. Recently,
Chow et al. [40] presented a single-GPU incompressible175

SPH implementation, based on DualSPHysics, where the
PPE is solved implicitly and demonstrated speedups of up
to 18 and 4.5 over a single-threaded and multi-threaded
(16 threads) CPU version, respectively.

In light of the above, the purpose of the present work is180

to develop an EISPH implementation that addresses the
relatively high computational cost of EISPH by targetting
multi-GPU systems. In this work, a single-node/multi-
GPU version of DualSPHysics is converted to an EISPH
formulation and integrated with an open-source multi-GPU185

algebraic multigrid solver to solve the PPE implicitly. This
is the first implementation of incompressible SPH on multi-
GPU where the PPE is treated implicitly. In the following
sections the SPH method is briefly presented, followed by
details of the multi-GPU EISPH implementation and a190

rigorous validation against standard benchmark test cases.
Detailed profiling and performance testing is then presented,
before concluding with suggestions for future work.

2. Methods

2.1. SPH Interpolation & Discretisation195

The basic principle of SPH is a local convolution of a
function and a weighting kernel over neighbouring parti-
cles. Following from this, a generic function φ(x) can be
approximated via [5]:

φ(x) ≈
∫

Ω

φ(x′)W (x− x′, h) dx′ (1)

where x is the spatial coordinates, Ω is the domain of200

interest, W (x − x′, h) is the kernel weighting function,
and h is the smoothing length which defines the size of
the kernel support. Equation (1) can be approximated in
discrete form via the SPH summation:

〈φ(x)〉 =

N∑
j

φ(xj)W (x− xj , h)Vj (2)

where Vj is the volume of particle j and N is the number of205

neighbouring particles within the support. The 〈. . .〉 nota-
tion denotes the SPH approximation and is omitted herein
for clarity. The final form for the particle approximation
is:

φi =

Ni∑
j

VjφjWij (3)

where φi = φ(xi) and Wij = W (xi − xj , h) for ease of210

notation.
To approximate gradients within SPH, there is a selec-

tion of first-order gradient operators available, each with
different numerical properties. One of the most widely used
is [17]:215

∇φi =

Ni∑
j

Vj(φj − φi)∇iWij (4)

where ∇iWij is the gradient of the smoothing kernel with
respect to particle i. Following Lind and Stansby [15], this
operator is employed in the present work for all first-order
derivatives. Note that the symmetric alternative to this
operator is usually adopted for Lagrangian formulations,220

owing to its conservation properties. However, for the
Eulerian approach adopted in this work, where the particles
can be regarded as fixed interpolation points, the benefits
of the conservative operator are minimal and instead the
more accurate consistent but non-conservative operator225

(Equation (4)) is preferred.
The Laplacian operator is given by a combination of the

first-order kernel derivative and a finite difference approxi-
mation [41]:

(∇ · a∇b)i =

Ni∑
j

Vj
(ai + aj)xij · ∇iWij

x2
ij

bij (5)

where a and b are generic functions, xij = |xij |, xij =230

xi − xj and bij = bi − bj . In Lagrangian SPH, usually a
small constant is added to the denominator in Equation (5)
to prevent a singularity as xij approaches zero. However,
within an Eulerian setting, with appropriate particle place-
ment, this is not required.235

2.2. Governing Equations & Time Integration

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are given in
Eulerian form as:

∇ · u = 0 (6)

∂u
∂t + (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u + g (7)

where u is the velocity vector, t is time, ρ is density, p is
pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and g is an external
body force (e.g. gravity).

The first-order projection scheme [42, 43] is the most240

popular approach for integrating Equations (6–7). Here,
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an intermediate velocity is projected onto a divergence-free
space via the PPE to enforce incompressibility. The three
main steps in this procedure are:

1. Calculate an intermediate velocity u∗ from the viscous
and advective terms:

u∗i = uni +
(
ν∇2uni − (uni · ∇)uni

)
∆t (8)

2. Solve the PPE to obtain the pressure field at the next
time step:

∇ ·
(

1

ρ
∇pn+1

)
i

=
1

∆t
∇ · u∗i (9)

3. Project the intermediate velocity onto a divergence-
free space:

un+1
i = u∗i −

(
1

ρ
∇pn+1 + g

)
∆t (10)

These equations are then discretised according to the oper-245

ators given in Equations (4–5).

2.3. Boundary Conditions

A particle that is close to the boundary of the compu-
tational domain will have a kernel support that extends
beyond the edge of the domain. This leads to accuracy250

issues due to a lack of particles within the kernel support.
To remedy this, special treatment is required at the bound-
aries. Although several boundary condition formulations
exist for weakly-compressible SPH [44–48], these cannot
be directly applied to incompressible SPH without certain255

modifications, since the boundary conditions must also be
enforced within the PPE as well. Therefore, the approach
adopted in this work is a simplified version of the dummy
particle method initially presented in Marrone et al. [45]
and adapted for incompressible SPH by Chow et al. [40].260

The basic premise of the present approach is to extend
the computational domain beyond the physical domain
with layers of dummy particles. This ensures that particles
close to the physical boundary retain a full complement of
particles within their kernel support. The hydrodynamic265

quantities (e.g. pressure and velocity) for the dummy parti-
cles are prescribed by extrapolating through the boundary
from interpolation points defined inside the physical do-
main. Compared to Chow et al. [40], the definition of these
interpolation points is simplified in the present work since270

the particles are fixed (Eulerian) and arranged in a regular
Cartesian grid. This means that the interpolation points co-
incide exactly with the existing particles inside the physical
domain. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship between
the dummy particles and their corresponding interpolation275

points for a concave corner. Here, each dummy particle is
labelled according to its corresponding interpolation point,
which is found by reflecting the dummy particle across
its nearest wall particle. The hydrodynamic quantities of
the dummy particles are then prescribed by deriving fi-280

nite difference approximations involving the corresponding
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Figure 1: Dummy particle construction in a concave corner. Each
dummy particle is labelled according to its corresponding interpolation
particle by reflection across its nearest wall particle.

interpolation point and its closest wall particle (which is
where the boundary condition is actually defined).

In the present work, Dirichlet conditions are used to
prescribe the velocity boundary conditions, whereas either285

Dirichlet or Neumann conditions are used to prescribe the
pressure boundary conditions. To enforce the Dirichlet
condition (either pressure or velocity), the quantity is lin-
early extrapolated via forward difference onto the dummy
particles via:290

φD = 2φW − φI (11)

where φD, φW , and φI are the quantities defined at the
dummy particle and corresponding wall and interpolation
particles, respectively. For the Neumann condition the
relationship is given by central difference:

φD = φI + 2∆ξ

(
∂φ

∂n

)
W

(12)

where n is the wall normal vector and ∆ξ is the distance295

between the dummy particle and the wall particle (or equiv-
alently the distance between the interpolation particle and
the wall particle). Typically, for the pressure boundary
condition at the wall (∂p/∂n)W = 0.

In the case of prescribing the velocity boundary con-300

ditions, the velocity can be directly extrapolated to the
dummy particles at the start of the time step. However,
since the pressure is treated implicitly, the quantity pI is
an unknown and must be calculated as part of the PPE
step. Therefore, the contributions of the dummy particles305

to the PPE matrix must be included either by substitution
of Equations (11) and (12) into the PPE matrix, or by
including the dummy particles in the PPE matrix directly
and solving for them as unknowns. The implications of
these two approaches from an implementation point of view310

are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3.
This simplified implementation of the boundary condi-

tion presented in Chow et al. [40] is restricted to regular
Cartesian particle arrangements close to the boundary.
However, although this is beyond the scope of the present315

work, it would be relatively straightforward to incorporate
the full flexibility of the original formulation by allowing the
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interpolation points to exist in arbitrary locations. Future
work will also focus on extending the present boundary im-
plementation to higher order via the formulation presented320

in Nasar et al. [18], which faces similar restrictions on the
particle arrangement close to the boundary.

3. Implementation

3.1. Original Multi-GPU DualSPHysics Code

For this work, rather than developing an entirely new325

codebase from scratch, a pre-existing open-source SPH
code was selected as a starting point. Of the established
open-source SPH codes, DualSPHysics – one of the most
popular within the SPH community for Lagrangian weakly-
compressible applications [29, 31] – was selected based on330

its well-documented performance characteristics [22] and
the availability of a beta multi-GPU version currently under
development.

The target architecture of the beta multi-GPU version of
DualSPHysics (MGPU-DSPH) is single-node/multi-GPU335

systems. The data-level parallelism is split across two lay-
ers. Firstly, the std::thread class from the C++ Standard
Library is used to spawn CPU subthreads, responsible for
managing each individual GPU and its domain partition
via a one-to-one mapping. The main thread from which340

these subthreads are spawned is mostly idle during the
main loop and is primarily responsible for input/output
and other global tasks. The second layer of data-level par-
allelism is within each domain partition. Here, each GPU
performs the SPH calculations in parallel across all of the345

particles within its dedicated partition, using NVIDIA’s
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) application
programming interface (API). In addition to data-level
parallelism, task-level parallelism is also exploited using
CUDA streams to overlap independent operations that can350

run concurrently (e.g. halo transfers from neighbouring
partitions).

The domain is decomposed using simple 1D partitioning
so that the neighbour list cells along the partitioned di-
mension are distributed evenly across the subthread/GPU355

pairs, as in Figure 2. Along the edge of each partition,
a halo region is defined by the neighbour list cells that
border that partition, as highlighted by the darker shaded
cells in Figure 2. These cells include all of the particles
that form part of the kernel support for particles that360

exist within the neighbouring partition (and vice-versa)
and must be copied across by the neighbouring partition
prior to performing any SPH summations. For the con-
struction of the neighbour list [49], the particles are sorted
according to the domain decomposition so that they are365

distributed across the partitions in contiguous blocks of
memory. This ensures that the particles within the halo
regions are stored contiguously and can be copied directly
without any specialised packing/unpacking routines.

Figure 2: Multi-GPU domain decomposition and memory mapping
to data arrays. The darker shaded cells (and particles within those
cells) indicate the halo cells (and particles). The data arrays store
the particles in the partition core region contiguously. Then, when
required, halo particles from neighbouring partitions are copied to
the end of the same array.

3.2. Extension to EISPH370

There are three main steps required to adapt the exist-
ing MGPU-DSPH code for the present work. Firstly, a
sparse linear solver must be integrated within the MGPU-
DSPH code to solve the PPE (Equation (9)). Secondly,
the CUDA kernels specific to the EISPH algorithm must375

be implemented (Equations (8–10)). Finally, appropriate
boundary conditions for the EISPH algorithm must also be
implemented (Equations (11–12)). One of the key design
objectives of the present work is to minimise modifications
to the original MGPU-DSPH code as much as possible.380

The main reasons for this are to permit easier integration
of upstream changes as they become available (since the
original code is still under active development), to make
use of the existing already-optimised code, and to reduce
the overall development time.385

In the following sections a distinction is made between
partitions, processes and subthreads. The partitions are
separate regions of the domain that map to a specific GPU
via a one-to-one mapping. These regions are defined dur-
ing the domain decomposition step. On the other hand,390

a process refers to a separate instance of the running pro-
gram (using MPI) whereas a subthread refers to a thread
of execution (using std::threads) within a process. The co-
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ordination between the processes and subthreads and their
mapping to their respective partitions/GPUs are described395

in the following sections.

3.2.1. PPE Solver Integration

The first step in the present work is to implement the
capability for solving the PPE. Here, the PPE is treated
implicitly. This involves solving a large (but sparse) linear400

system and is usually by far the most compute intensive
step within the algorithm, both in terms of memory con-
sumption and execution time. Therefore, this step was pri-
oritised as the most important when designing the present
implementation. Rather than developing a solver from405

scratch, a third-party library was selected for this purpose.
Before choosing a specific library, some major requirements
were considered:

1. Open-source

2. Multi-GPU410

3. Sparse system representation

4. Multigrid preconditioning

The final requirement is based on the work of Guo et al.
[20], which showed that multigrid preconditioning is es-
sential to obtaining a converged solution on large sparse415

matrices within an acceptable time frame. The above
requirements, particularly the one regarding multi-GPU
capability, severely restrict the available options. In fact,
NVIDIA’s own AmgX library [50] is currently the only

established package that meets all of these criteria. Nev-420

ertheless, although the options are limited, AmgX is con-
sidered the current state-of-the-art for sparse linear solvers
on multi-GPU and supports a number of arbitrarily nested
solvers, smoothers, and preconditioners. That being said,
it is designed for distributed (multi-node/multi-GPU) sys-425

tems and has a dependency on MPI to manage individ-
ual GPUs via a one-to-one mapping between MPI pro-
cesses and GPUs. This conflicts with the existing MGPU-
DSPH design, which targets single-node/multi-GPU sys-
tems via a one-to-one mapping between subthreads (using430

std::threads) and GPUs. This presents a significant im-
plementation challenge for integration within the existing
MGPU-DSPH code.

For the present work, rather than redesign the entire
MGPU-DSPH codebase to use MPI instead of std::threads,435

the MPI layer is added above the std::threads layer. In
this design, the entire MGPU-DSPH code is wrapped in-
side a conditional statement that only gets executed by
one MPI process (Process 0). This process executes the
MGPU-DSPH code as normal – by performing the particle440

initialisation and spawning the subthreads to launch the
SPH calculations on their respective GPUs – while the re-
maining MPI processes are solely responsible for launching
the AmgX routines on their respective GPUs. Within this
design structure, each domain partition maps precisely to445

one GPU, which in turn maps precisely to one MPI process
(to launch the AmgX kernels) and one of the subthreads
of MPI Process 0 (to launch the EISPH kernels). Figure 3
illustrates this mapping, from partitions to GPUs to CPU

Main Thread …Subthread N-1Subthread 1Subthread 0

MPI Process 0

(multi-threaded)
MPI Process 1

(single-threaded)

…MPI Process N-1

(single-threaded)

EISPH 

Routines

PPE Matrix 

Routines

Partition 0

EISPH 

Routines

PPE Matrix 

Routines

Partition 1

EISPH

Routines

PPE Matrix 

Routines

…Partition N-1

GPU 0 GPU 1 …GPU N-1

Figure 3: Mapping of CPU resources (MPI processes and std::thread subthreads) to GPUs/partitions for the EISPH and PPE routines on N
GPUs.
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resources (processes and subthreads), for the two differ-450

ent types of operations during the execution of the new
EISPH implementation. Figure 4 also shows a high-level
illustration of the control flow for each CPU resource and
the main steps involved in the algorithm.

Examining Figure 4, the actual MGPU-DSPH code only455

gets executed by Process 0. This process executes the
MGPU-DSPH code as normal by performing the parti-
cle initialisation (a), spawning the subthreads to manage
the individual GPUs (b), and executing the main SPH
calculations (h,i,m). Meanwhile, the other MPI processes460

are launched purely to interface with the AmgX library

Build Local 

PPE

Intermediate 

Velocity

Set RHS of 

PPE

Synchronise

Project 

Velocity

…Subthread N-1

GPU N-1

Send Local 

PPE Handle

Repeat 

Loop?

Synchronise

Synchronise

Start Main 

Loop

Yes

No

Synchronise
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to solve the PPE (k), and remain idle until required to
do so. Figure 4 also shows the new steps specific to the
EISPH algorithm. The first step is the construction of
the PPE matrix, which is built locally for each partition465

by the corresponding subthread/GPU pair (c). Since the
particles are fixed in the present (Eulerian) formulation,
the coefficients of the PPE matrix are constant throughout
the simulation. As a result, this step only needs to be
performed once during initialisation. To launch the AmgX470

routines for solving the PPE, each MPI process needs to
access its corresponding local partition of the PPE matrix.
Therefore, once the PPE matrix has been built locally by
the subthread/GPU pairs, the pointers to these blocks of
memory are sent via MPI to the corresponding MPI pro-475

cesses (d). After each MPI process receives the pointer to
the local PPE matrix, the multigrid hierarchy is built via
the AmgX library as part of the initialisation (f).

Once the initialisation is complete the main loop begins.
First, each subthread/GPU pair carries out the first half480

of the EISPH algorithm – calculating the intermediate
velocity (h) and populating the right-hand-side of the PPE
(i) – while the main thread and the other MPI processes
sit idle. After this, the subthreads synchronise with the
main thread which in turn synchronises with the other MPI485

processes (j), before each MPI process solves the PPE on
its corresponding GPU for its corresponding partition (k).
During the PPE step the subthreads sit idle. Once this
step is complete, the subthreads synchronise with the main
thread again (l) before beginning the velocity projection490

step (m).
The advantage of this design is that the high-level struc-

ture of the new implementation retains its compatibility
with the original MGPU-DSPH code. For example, all
of the original initialisation, subthread management, and495

halo communication routines remain the same. The only
difference in this regard is the CUDA kernels specific to
the weakly-compressible SPH algorithm are replaced with
the equivalent routines for the incompressible scheme (e.g.
calculating the intermediate velocity, setting the right-500

hand-side of the PPE, and projecting the velocity onto
a divergence-free space). This means that the original
MGPU-DSPH code remains essentially untouched and
therefore any future modifications to the original code
can be readily integrated into the present implementation.505

It is important to highlight that although this design
retains compatibility with the original MGPU-DSPH code,
it does present some specific challenges. Firstly, the addi-
tional layer of parallelism via MPI increases the complexity
of the code structure. Another challenge is the issue of510

accessing GPU memory that has been allocated by a differ-
ent MPI process. For example, all of the SPH initialisation
takes place within one process (Process 0). This includes
the local construction of the PPE, which is allocated by
the subthreads. However, the other MPI processes require515

access to this memory when calling the AmgX routines
(e.g. Process 1 needs access to the memory allocated by
Subthread 1 in Process 0). To avoid problems related to

different virtual address spaces across different MPI pro-
cesses, the CUDA Interprocess Communication API is used520

to create a memory handle to the allocated memory. The
memory handle (not the raw pointer) is then sent via MPI
and unpacked by the receiving process to map the allocated
memory into the local address space. Another issue that
this design raises is that some HPC systems configure their525

GPUs for ‘Exclusive Process’ mode, whereby a GPU can
only be accessed by one process at a time. This is pri-
marily implemented by system administrators to prevent
multiple users all launching applications on the same GPU.
From Figures 4 and 3, clearly the present implementation530

requires multiple MPI processes to access the same GPU.
For example, Subthread 1 of Process 0 will launch the
EISPH routines on GPU 1, whereas Process 1 will launch
the AmgX routines on GPU 1. To overcome this issue, on
launching the MGPU-DSPH code it can be attached to535

the CUDA Multi-Process Service, which permits multiple
processes to access the same GPU concurrently, even in
exclusive process mode.

3.2.2. EISPH Implementation

The second stage in the present work is to replace the540

CUDA kernels specific to the weakly-compressible scheme
in the original MGPU-DSPH code with the equivalent rou-
tines for the EISPH algorithm. Referring to Figure 4, this
section is focussed on the steps contained within the main
loop (h,i,m), since the steps outside of the main loop (e.g.545

constructing the PPE matrix) are not performance-critical.
Note that since the particles are fixed in the present for-
mulation there is no need to update their positions or the
neighbour list, as is the case in the original MGPU-DSPH
code. Not including the PPE solve step (which is already550

described in Section 3.2.1), the three main steps in the
EISPH algorithm are to calculate the intermediate velocity
from the viscous and advective terms (h), populate the
right-hand-side of the PPE (i), and project the interme-
diate velocity onto a divergence-free space (m). Each of555

these steps follow a similar procedure, where each GPU
performs the calculation on the core particles within the do-
main partition first, while simultaneously copying the halo
particles from its neighbouring partitions, and then finally
performing the same calculation on the halo particles.560

Figure 5 shows an expanded illustration of the Interme-
diate Velocity calculation (Equation (8)) in the main loop
of Figure 4. The first step in Figure 5 is to inform the
neighbouring partitions that this subthread/GPU pair has
finished all prior work and its halo particles can be copied565

across by its neighbours (a). This is done by posting a
message to a thread-safe queue, managed by each of its
neighbours. This subthread/GPU pair then proceeds to
calculate the viscous and advective terms for all of the
particles within its own partition (b). Note that this step570

involves SPH summations. Therefore, the terms calculated
for particles within the halo region will be incomplete, since
some of their neighbours exist in other partitions and must
be copied in. Once the core step has been launched on the
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Figure 5: Expanded flowchart of the Intermediate Velocity step (Equation (8)) in the main loop of Figure 4 on N GPUs. The dashed arrows
indicate subthread-subthread communication and memory (halo) transfers between GPUs.

GPU the subthread immediately waits to receive a message575

in its queue from one of its neighbours (d). Once it receives
a message, it copies the halo region from the neighbour
asynchronously using CUDA streams (e). This overlapping
of the core compute step and the halo communication in-
creases device utilisation and works to hide the overhead580

associated with the halo communication. Once the core
compute step and halo communication are complete the
subthread launches the same CUDA kernel to calculate
the viscous and advective terms, but only for the particles
in that halo region (g). If there is a second neighbour585

the wait-copy-execute step (i,j,l) is repeated for the second
neighbour. However, this is also done asynchronously so
that a subthread/GPU pair can perform the wait-copy-

execute step for each of its neighbours concurrently, thus
further increasing GPU utilisation.590

After the viscous and advective terms are fully calcu-
lated for all particles within the partition, the intermediate
velocity is computed via Equation (8) (n). This step does
not involve any SPH summations and so no halo transfer
(or corresponding subthread synchronisation) is required.595

Once the intermediate velocity is calculated, the subthread
begins the next step in the main loop (populating the right-
hand-side of the PPE) by posting another message to its
neighbours’ queue to inform them its halo region is ready to
be copied from. The steps involved in calculating the right-600

hand-side of the PPE and projecting the velocity follow an
identical pattern to the one just described – signal-execute
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(core), wait-copy-execute (first neighbour), and wait-copy-
execute (second neighbour) – and so for brevity are not
discussed here.605

Unlike the original MGPU-DSPH algorithm, which only
requires one halo transfer at the start of the time step
(not including the neighbour list update), the present im-
plementation requires three halo transfers during a single
time step (one for each of the main steps outlined above).610

This is because each subsequent step is dependent on quan-
tities calculated in the previous step. For example, the
projection step requires calculating the pressure gradient,
which in turn requires calculating the divergence of the
intermediate velocity, which itself requires calculating the615

viscous (Laplacian) and advective (gradient) terms. Each
gradient/divergence/Laplacian operator requires an SPH
summation over neighbouring particles, and therefore re-
quires a halo transfer. It is possible to reduce the number
of halo transfers by increasing the width of the halo region.620

However, this is beyond the scope of the present work.
Furthermore, the potential performance gains would be
questionable, especially since the bulk of the compute time
is actually spent solving the PPE.

Although the number of halo transfers is increased in the625

present implementation, compared to the original MGPU-
DSPH code, the actual halo transfer itself is more efficient.
This is because the particles are fixed throughout the sim-
ulation. Therefore, the buffer sizes remain constant and
the particle positions only need to be copied across once630

during initialisation. Within the main loop, only the quan-
tities that feature within the SPH summations need to be
copied across. Therefore, to calculate the intermediate ve-
locity, only the velocity data needs to be transferred across.
When populating the right-hand-side of the PPE, only the635

intermediate velocity and pressure data needs be copied
across. Finally, in the projection step only the pressure
data needs to be copied. Therefore, although the number
of halo transfers is increased the amount of data that is
actually transferred is reduced.640

3.2.3. Boundary Condition Implementation

The final step in the present work is to implement ap-
propriate boundary conditions for the EISPH scheme. The
velocity boundary conditions are straightforward since they
just require an extrapolation (via Equation (11)) at the645

start of the time step. However, the pressure boundary
conditions require more work, since the pressure is treated
implicitly. Therefore, Equations (11) and (12) contain un-
known terms which must be calculated as part of the PPE
step, thus affecting the structure of the PPE matrix itself.650

One approach to prescribing the boundary conditions
within the PPE is to substitute the expressions for the
dummy particles (Equations (11) and (12)) directly into
the PPE matrix whenever a dummy particle appears in
an SPH summation. This has the advantage that only the655

particles of interest (fluid and wall particles) are included
in the PPE matrix, thus reducing memory consumption
and execution time. However, this presents a challenge

from an implementation point of view when considering
the halo transfer. Each dummy particle would need to660

hold a pointer to its corresponding wall and interpolation
particles. During a halo transfer these pointers and the
particles to which they point would have to be copied
across as well. This would require separate routines with
complex conditional statements to handle appropriately.665

Therefore, this work follows the approach of Chow et al.
[40] by including the dummy particles as unknowns in the
PPE matrix. Here, an additional row is added to the PPE
matrix for each dummy particle, with the coefficients of
that row defined by Equations (11) and (12). The advan-670

tage of this approach is that the dummy particles can be
treated like normal fluid/wall particles and copied from the
neighbouring partitions as part of the normal halo trans-
fer. This permits uniform treatment of all particle types
without the need for complex conditional statements, at675

the expense of increasing the size of the PPE matrix. An-
other consideration with this approach is that the inclusion
of the dummy particles within the PPE matrix leads to
rows with coefficients of different orders of magnitude. For
badly-conditioned matrices this can lead to problems with680

convergence. Therefore, row scaling [51] is performed after
the PPE matrix is constructed so that the leading diagonal
in each row is equal to one.

4. Results

In this section the new multi-GPU EISPH implementa-685

tion is validated against well-known 2D and 3D benchmark
test cases. Once validated, the performance of the present
implementation is investigated by examining memory con-
sumption and scaling characteristics over multiple GPUs.
In addition to this, the main steps in the EISPH algorithm690

are profiled to highlight where the bulk of the compute
effort takes place. All of the following simulations are per-
formed with the quintic Wendland kernel and a relative
solver tolerance of 1× 10−12 for the PPE step. The solver
itself is composed of a generalised minimum residual (GM-695

RES) outer solver with an inner Ruge-Stüben algebraic
multigrid preconditioner, derived from the Hypre imple-
mentation [52]. All of the following results are presented
in dimensionless form according to the reference values
Lref , uref , and ρref . A generic non-dimensional quantity700

is therefore given by φ′ = φ/φref , where the prime notation
is henceforth dropped for brevity. Unless otherwise stated,
the time step size is chosen to be ∆t = dp/(20umax), where
dp is the particle spacing and umax is the maximum veloc-
ity magnitude through the entire domain. The smoothing705

length is set to be h/dp =
√

2, which results in 24 neigh-
bours for each particle in 2D and 92 neighbours in 3D.

The calculations are performed on a single node of the
Bede supercomputer (N8 Centre of Excellence in Compu-
tationally Intensive Research) housing two IBM POWER9710

CPUs (32 total cores @ 2.7 GHz) in a non-uniform mem-
ory access (NUMA) arrangement and four NVIDIA Tesla
V100-SXM2-32GB GPUs (128 GB total device memory).
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Each NUMA node contains two GPUs that are directly
connected to each other and the POWER9 CPU by sep-715

arate NVLink 2.0 interconnects, each with 150 GB/s of
bidirectional bandwidth. For symmetric multiprocessing,
the two POWER9 CPUs are connected to each other via
an X-bus with 64 GB/s of bidirectional bandwidth.

4.1. 2D Validation720

The first test case is the well-known 2D Taylor-Green
Vortex (TGV) flow, which consists of an incompressible
unbounded bi-periodic solution with counter-rotating vor-
tices. The viscous dissipation leads to a decaying analytical
solution given by:

u = cos(kx) sin(ky)e−2νk2t (13)

v = − sin(kx) cos(ky)e−2νk2t (14)

p = −ρ
4

[
cos(2kx) + cos(2ky)

]
e−4νk2t (15)

where k is the wavenumber. For the present case, the
domain is given by a square with unit dimensions and
the wavenumber is k = 2π. Figure 6 shows the initial
conditions for this setup. The Reynolds number is chosen
to be Re = 1000 and Dirichlet conditions are used to725

prescribe the time-dependent analytical solution at the
boundaries during the simulation.

Figure 7 compares the velocity magnitude and pres-
sure profiles against the analytical solution, along the line
y = 0.5 at t = 1. The particle resolution is dp = 0.01.730

Excellent agreement is found between the computed and
analytical solutions. Next, the convergence characteristics
of the present implementation are investigated. Figure 8

shows the L2 error in the velocity magnitude and pres-
sure fields, against the particle spacing. Examining the735

pressure field first, second-order convergence is initially
exhibited before the L2 error levels off and there is no
further reduction with particle spacing. This phenomenon
is well-documented [14] and arises due to an error term
proportional to dp/h in the SPH discretisation. The veloc-740

ity field shows a similar behaviour, apart from an initial
error reduction that appears to be fourth-order. There
are a number of possible explanations for this, the most
probable being that the solution at the coarsest resolution
is under-resolved, leading to larger than expected errors at745

this resolution. Other explanations include error cancelling,
due to the symmetries in the solution, or the fact that
the analytical solution is prescribed at the boundary (as
opposed to a periodic condition).

4.2. 3D Validation750

The next test case is provided by Antuono [53] and
can be considered a 3D equivalent of the 2D TGV case
presented in the previous section, but for low-moderate
Reynolds number. The case is set up exactly as presented
in Section 4.1 (except now there is a third dimension). The755

analytical tri-periodic solution is given by [53]:

u = α
[
sin(kx+ θ) cos(ky + φ) sin(kz + ψ)−

cos(kz + θ) sin(kx+ φ) sin(ky + ψ)
]
e−3νk3t (16)

v = α
[
sin(ky + θ) cos(kz + φ) sin(kx+ ψ)−

cos(kx+ θ) sin(ky + φ) sin(kz + ψ)
]
e−3νk3t (17)

(a) Velocity magnitude. (b) Pressure.

Figure 6: Initial conditions for the 2D validation case.
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Figure 7: Comparison against the analytical solution along the line y = 0.5 at t = 1 for the 2D validation case.
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Figure 8: L2 error in the pressure and velocity fields for the 2D
validation case over a range of particle spacings.

w = α
[
sin(kz + θ) cos(kx+ φ) sin(ky + ψ)−

cos(ky + θ) sin(kz + φ) sin(kx+ ψ)
]
e−3νk3t (18)

p = −ρ
2
|u|2 (19)

where:

α =
4
√

2

3
√

3
, θ = ψ − 5π

6
, φ = ψ − π

6
,

ψ = arccos

(
R√

1 +R2

)
and R is a parameter defining the phase shift in the solution.
For the present case R = 0 and the Reynolds number is
Re = 50. As before, the wavenumber is set to k = 2π and
Dirichlet conditions are used to prescribe the analytical760

solution at the boundaries. Figure 9 shows the initial
conditions for the present setup.

Figure 10 compares the velocity magnitude and pressure
profiles against the analytical solution, along the line y =
0.5, z = 0.5 at t = 1. As before, the particle resolution is765

dp = 0.01. Two different values for the smoothing length
are also compared. In the case that h/dp =

√
2, there are 92

neighbouring particles within the kernel support, whereas
in the case that h/dp =

√
3 there are 178. Both cases show

good agreement with the analytical solution. Furthermore,770

there is only a slight improvement in the solution when
the smoothing length is increased to h/dp =

√
3. Since the

Figure 9: Initial conditions for the 3D validation case. The plane
slices are located at x = 0.86, y = 0.86, and z = 0.08. The pressure
isosurfaces are given by p = −0.02.
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Figure 10: Comparison against the analytical solution along the line y = 0.5, z = 0.5 at t = 1 for the 3D validation case with different
smoothing lengths.

number of neighbours in this case is effectively double that
of the h/dp =

√
2 case, this has significant performance

implications for the present implementation, particularly775

with regards to memory consumption in the PPE step, as
will be shown in Section 4.3. It is also worth noting that
decreasing the smoothing length below h/dp =

√
2 leads to

a significant reduction in accuracy and so is not considered
here.780

The second 3D validation case is the classic lid-driven
cavity problem. In addition to validation, the purpose of
this case is to demonstrate the power of the present im-
plementation by simulating in excess of 8 million particles
(dp = 0.005) in 3D. Considering the PPE is treated implic-785

itly, this is beyond what has previously been reported in
the literature for incompressible SPH on GPUs.

Following Lind and Stansby [15], to limit the effect of
the singularities at the corners, the lid is prescribed a
regularised velocity profile given by:790

u =
(

1− (2x− 1)14
)2

(20)

The Reynolds number is chosen to be Re = 1000, so that
strong secondary flows can be observed. Furthermore, to
reduce the execution time, the time step size is increased
by setting it to ∆t = dp/(10umax). Neumann conditions
are used to prescribe the pressure field at the boundaries.795

In the case that Neumann conditions are prescribed every-
where, the PPE matrix becomes singular, since the pressure
is only defined up to an arbitrary constant. Nevertheless,
on a single GPU the present implementation can still find
a solution, up to an arbitrary constant, since the GMRES800

solver adopted here is a Krylov subspace method [55]. How-
ever, the solver was found to struggle when multiple GPUs
were used for a singular system (due to weaker coupling

between the matrix partitions). This could be overcome by
increasing the number of preconditioner iterations. How-805

ever, this increased the solve time by approximately two
orders of magnitude. Therefore, for the present case, the
pressure is pinned by applying a Dirichlet pressure condi-
tion to one particle, located at x = [0, 0.5, 0]. This makes
the PPE matrix nonsingular and eliminates the conver-810

gence issues. The simulation took approximately 31 hours
to reach 30 dimensionless time units (Lref/uref ) on four
NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

Figure 11a shows the streamlines coloured by velocity
magnitude. As can be seen, there is a secondary vortex815

that wraps around the primary recirculation region. Fig-
ure 11b compares the x-velocity through the centre of the
cavity, along the line x = 0.5, y = 0.5, against benchmark
numerical data obtained via a finite element approach [54].
The agreement is excellent, demonstrating the ability of820

the present approach in capturing complex flow physics
with strong secondary flow features.

4.3. Performance & Profiling

The focus of this section is the computational perfor-
mance of the present implementation. One of the primary825

benefits of the multi-GPU implementation is the increased
memory capacity as more and more GPUs are used. Fig-
ure 12 shows the maximum number of particles that can be
simulated on up to four NVIDIA V100 GPUs (32 GB per
GPU). Here, a square domain (cube in 3D) of unit dimen-830

sions is constructed and the number of particles is adjusted
by varying the particle spacing. In addition to comparing
the 2D and 3D results, different smoothing lengths for the
3D case are also compared (as also done in Section 4.2).

Examining Figure 12, the maximum number of particles835

that can be simulated with four GPUs is approximately 69.3
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(a) Streamlines coloured by velocity magnitude.
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(b) Profile of x-velocity along the line x = 0.5, y = 0.5.

Figure 11: Streamlines and x-velocity for the 3D lid-driven cavity case at t = 30. The velocity profile is compared against Wong and Baker [54].
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Figure 12: Maximum number of particles that can be simulated with different numbers of GPUs and smoothing lengths.

million in 2D and 20.8 million in 3D, when h/dp =
√

2. For
a single GPU, the maximum number of particles that can
be simulated in 2D is approximately 24.8 million. However,
when going to multi-GPU this number drops to approxi-840

mately 17.3 million particles per GPU. This is due to addi-
tional memory overheads associated with communication
between the GPUs. Some of these overheads arise within
the original MGPU-DSPH implementation. However, the
majority of the additional memory consumption comes845

from the AmgX library. For the 3D case, the maximum
number of particles that can be simulated with multiple
GPUs is significantly lower than the 2D case, with ap-

proximately 5.2 million particles per GPU for a smoothing
length of h/dp =

√
2 and approximately 2.8 million parti-850

cles per GPU for h/dp =
√

3. This is because the number
of neighbours within the kernel support – and therefore
the number of non-zero entries in the PPE matrix – in-
creases significantly in 3D. Since the PPE matrix (and
the additional overheads associated with solving it) is the855

major consumer of device memory and its size is linearly
related to the number of neighbours, the increased num-
ber of neighbours leads to a drastic reduction in capacity.
Referring to Section 4.2, the memory benefits of using a
smaller smoothing length clearly far outweigh the mini-860
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mal losses in accuracy (Figure 10), in this case permitting
essentially double the capacity.

Table 1 compares the maximum number of particles
that can be simulated, per gigabyte of device memory,
against the single-GPU Lagrangian incompressible imple-865

mentation of Chow et al. [40]. It can be seen that the
present implementation provides superior capacity in all
instances apart from the 3D multi-GPU case. It is worth
highlighting that the smoothing length used in Chow et al.
[40] is slightly smaller than what is adopted here, with870

h/dp = 1.3, leading to approximately 20 neighbours in 2D
and approximately 80 neighbours in 3D.

To better understand the memory consumption in the
present implementation, Figure 13 shows the memory us-
age for each GPU before and after some key steps in the875

initialisation routines. Once the main loop starts the mem-
ory usage remains essentially constant, and so is not shown
here. These results are obtained using the same number
of particles as in Figure 12 (i.e. the maximum number
that can fit in the available device memory). Clearly, the880

PPE matrix and the AmgX overheads associated with
solving it consume the most memory, accounting for ap-
proximately 80 %–90 % of the total memory usage for each
GPU. Peak memory usage occurs after the PPE is locally

Table 1: Comparison against Chow et al. [40] of the maximum number
of particles that can be simulated per gigabyte of GPU memory.

Chow et al. Single GPU Multi-GPU

2D 300,000 781,779 545,346

3D 200,000 255,779 163,762

constructed and passed to the AmgX library during initial-885

isation. The dashed lines in Figure 13 indicate the inferred
memory usage for each GPU during this step. This cannot
be measured directly since it occurs internally within the
call to AmgX. However, it can be inferred since any further
increase in the number of particles leads to internal mem-890

ory allocation errors within the AmgX library during this
step. While the original PPE memory can be deallocated
after this step (as shown in Figure 13), the benefits of this
are minimal since memory usage has already peaked by
this point. The consequence of this is that the maximum895

problem size that can simulated is determined by the peak
memory usage during this initialisation step. As a result,
the device memory is underutilised during the main loop
at approximately 75 %–85 %.

The other benefit of the multi-GPU implementation is900

faster execution times. Both the strong and weak scaling
performance [30] is examined in the forthcoming analysis.
Strong scaling refers to the speedup for a fixed number of
total particles with respect to the number of GPUs, whereas
weak scaling refers to the speedup for a fixed number of905

particles per GPU with respect to the number of GPUs.
The speedup and efficiency are defined, respectively, as:

SN =
T1PN
TNP1

(21)

EN =
SN
N

(22)

where N is the number of GPUs, T is the time taken
to complete the simulation and P is the total number of
particles in the simulation. The subscript notation indicates910
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(a) 2D memory usage for 69.3 million particles (h/dp =
√

2).
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(b) 3D memory usage for 20.8 million particles (h/dp =
√

2).

Figure 13: GPU memory usage between key steps involving memory allocations/deallocations. Dashed lines indicate inferred GPU memory
usage within the AmgX library when the PPE is initially passed to AmgX. Peak memory usage always occurs internally within the AmgX
library during this step. After the main loop begins the memory usage is approximately constant.
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the specific case (identified by the number of GPUs) the
quantity in question is measured with respect to.

Each individual test is run five times over 500 time steps.
The variance in run times between tests was found to be
approximately 1 % or smaller. During the tests the number915

of solver iterations required to reach the tolerance criterion
was found to vary from 9–19 iterations, depending on the
number of GPUs used. This is illustrated in Figure 14,
which shows large variations in the number of iterations,
depending on the number of GPUs, and opposing trends920

for the 2D and 3D cases. Since the PPE step accounts
for approximately 90 % of the total compute time, this
makes meaningful scaling comparisons challenging since
some cases spend a larger proportion of time solving the
PPE. On account of this, scaling results are collected for925

both a fixed solver tolerance (1× 10−12) and a fixed number
of solver iterations (8 iterations). To facilitate like-for-like
comparisons, the analysis is focussed on the fixed-iteration
cases as the relative computational work is equal across each
of these cases. In the fixed-iteration cases the solver still930

converges to a relative tolerance of 1× 10−12 to 1× 10−3,
depending on the specific case, and so still finds a solu-
tion. In practice, the number of solver iterations will vary
significantly for a fixed tolerance value, depending on the
case configuration, particle spacing, number of GPUs, and935

domain decomposition. Therefore, the fixed-iteration cases
provide a more appropriate means by which to measure
the true scaling performance here.

Figure 15 shows the strong scaling performance for the
2D TGV case and the equivalent 3D case presented in940

Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The particle spacing is
fixed for each test, so that the number of particles per GPU
deceases as more GPUs are added, and is set according to
the maximum number of particles that can fit on a single
GPU. This is approximately 24.8 million particles in 2D945

and approximately 8.1 million in 3D. Examining the fixed-
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Figure 14: Mean number of iterations over 500 time steps for the
PPE solver to reach a fixed tolerance value during the scaling tests
in Figures 15 and 16.

iteration cases in Figure 15, there is marked initial drop
in efficiency going from single-GPU to two GPUs. This is
due to the additional communication overheads associated
with the multi-GPU implementation, which are not present950

when only using one GPU. As more GPUs are added the
efficiency continues to decrease, but at a slightly slower
rate, towards approximately 87 % in 2D for four GPUs
and approximately 86 % in 3D. The fixed-tolerance cases
also show a drop in efficiency going from single-GPU to955

two GPUs. However, as the number of GPUs is increased
further the 2D and 3D results diverge, with the 2D efficiency
decreasing at a faster rate than the fixed-iteration cases
and the 3D scaling showing super-linear speedup. Figure 14
provides an explanation for this behaviour. For the 2D960

cases the number of solver iterations tends to increase with
the number of GPUs, whereas in the 3D cases the number
of iterations tends to decrease with the number of GPUs.
As mentioned previously, since the PPE step accounts for
approximately 90 % of the total compute time then even a965

minor change in the number of solver iterations can have a
significant impact on the overall execution time.

Figure 16 shows the weak scaling performance for the
present implementation. The case setup is the same as in
the strong scaling tests, except now the particle spacing970

is adjusted as more GPUs are used so that the number
of particles per GPU remains constant. For the 2D tests
the number of particles is approximately 17.3 million per
GPU, whereas in the 3D case the number of particles
is approximately 5.2 million per GPU. In each case this975

corresponds to the maximum number of particles that can
fit on four GPUs. Examining the fixed-iteration results in
Figure 16, again there is a marked drop in efficiency going
from single-GPU to multi-GPU, due to the communication
overheads. However, this time the efficiency plateaus at980

around 92 %–93 %, with only a minor decrease as more
GPUs are used. Similar to the strong scaling tests presented
before, the efficiency for the 2D fixed-tolerance cases drops
at a faster rate than the fixed-iteration cases (due to an
increase in solver iterations with the number of GPUs)985

whereas the 3D scaling is super-linear (due to a decrease
in solver iterations with the number of GPUs).

Table 2 shows the proportional time taken for the various
CPU resources during each of the key steps in the EISPH
algorithm. The case setup is the same as in the scaling990

tests, with the particle spacing set so that the number of
particles is the maximum number of particles that can fit
on four GPUs. The results are presented for each MPI
process, as well as each subthread within MPI Process 0.
Furthermore, the results for each process/subthread are995

presented as a percentage of the total time that particular
process/subthread spends in the main loop. Examining
Table 2, it is important to emphasise that although some
CPU resources (e.g. the subthreads of MPI Process 0) spend
a significant proportion of their time waiting for other CPU1000

resources to synchronise, the GPUs to which they map are
still performing work during this time. Therefore, this does
not necessarily indicate wasted resources.
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Figure 15: Strong scaling performance for a fixed number of solver iterations and fixed solver tolerance.
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Figure 16: Weak scaling performance for a fixed number of solver iterations and fixed solver tolerance.

For this configuration, the GPU-GPU communication
costs within the Intermediate Velocity, Set RHS and Project1005

Velocity steps were found to be approximately 1 %–2 % of
the total time taken to complete these steps, which them-
selves only account for approximately 10 %–13 % of the
total time for the full algorithm. Furthermore, as described
in Section 3.2.2, this communication is overlapped with1010

parts of the calculation. Therefore, the communication
overheads within the steps specific to the actual EISPH
method are negligible. On the other hand, the communi-
cation costs within the AmgX library are expected to be
more substantial. However, since these occur internally1015

within the AmgX library, it is not possible to obtain such
fine-grained measurements of these overheads. Therefore,
the timings for each step reported in Table 2 also include
the communication costs associated with that step.

Table 2 clearly shows that the PPE step is the most1020

time-consuming, accounting for approximately 87 %–90 %

of the total compute time. The results here, combined with
Figure 13, clearly show that both the memory consump-
tion and the execution time are dominated by the PPE
step. Since the present work employs an already-optimised1025

third-party library to solve the PPE (AmgX) [50], the
opportunities for further optimisation of the present imple-
mentation are somewhat limited.

5. Summary & Conclusions

To facilitate the large-scale meshless numerical simula-1030

tion of incompressible flows, this work presents an EISPH
implementation for multi-GPU. In this work, a pre-existing
multi-GPU version of the open-source Lagrangian weakly-
compressible code DualSPHysics has been converted to
EISPH and integrated with an open-source multi-GPU1035

multigrid solver (AmgX) to treat the PPE implicitly. This
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Table 2: Profiling of the CPU time spent performing key steps in the main loop of Figure 4 in both 2D and 3D. The time for each step is
presented as a percentage of the total time taken inside the main loop for that particular process/thread. MT abbreviates Main Thread and
ST abbreviates Subthread.

Process 0 Process 1 Process 2 Process 3

MT ST0 ST1 ST2 ST3 MT MT MT

Main Loop (2D) 365.24 s 365.27 s 365.27 s 365.27 s 365.27 s 365.25 s 365.25 s 365.25 s

Intermediate Velocity – 2.81 % 2.82 % 2.82 % 2.82 % – – –

Set RHS – 3.32 % 3.32 % 3.33 % 3.32 % – – –

Synchronise (Pre-Solve) 3.58 % 0.10 % 0.10 % 0.03 % 0.11 % 10.15 % 10.15 % 10.15 %

Solve PPE 89.84 % – – – – 89.85 % 89.84 % 89.84 %

Synchronise (Post-Solve) 0.01 % 89.87 % 89.87 % 89.93 % 89.86 % 0.00 % 0.01 % 0.01 %

Project Velocity – 3.88 % 3.88 % 3.89 % 3.88 % – – –

Other 6.57 % 0.02 % 0.02 % 0.02 % 0.02 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

Main Loop (3D) 458.13 s 458.17 s 458.17 s 458.17 s 458.17 s 458.13 s 458.13 s 458.13 s

Intermediate Velocity – 3.67 % 3.65 % 3.64 % 3.65 % – – –

Set RHS – 4.72 % 4.63 % 4.62 % 4.46 % – – –

Synchronise (Pre-Solve) 4.88 % 0.00 % 0.21 % 0.21 % 0.38 % 12.85 % 12.85 % 12.85 %

Solve PPE 87.15 % – – – – 87.13 % 87.13 % 87.06 %

Synchronise (Post-Solve) 0.00 % 87.24 % 87.19 % 87.18 % 87.17 % 0.02 % 0.02 % 0.09 %

Project Velocity – 4.36 % 4.32 % 4.34 % 4.33 % – – –

Other 7.97 % 0.01 % 0.01 % 0.01 % 0.01 % 0.00 % 0.00 % 0.00 %

is the first implementation of incompressible SPH on multi-
GPU where the PPE is treated implicitly. To demonstrate
its potential as a viable alternative to traditional CFD
methods, the present implementation is validated against1040

well-known benchmark test cases and the performance and
profiling details are also investigated.

The validation results show excellent agreement with the
benchmark solutions and demonstrate second-order conver-
gence, as expected from theory. The performance testing1045

shows approximately 87 %–95 % strong scaling efficiency
and 92 %–94 % weak scaling efficiency in both 2D and 3D
on up to four GPUs, when the number of solver iterations is
fixed. In practice, the number of solver iterations required
to reach a given tolerance varies significantly, depending1050

on the case configuration, particle resolution, number of
GPUs, and domain decomposition. Memory consumption
was found to be significant due to the PPE step, which
dominates both in terms of memory consumption and com-
pute time. This is exacerbated by large spikes in memory1055

consumption within the AmgX library during initialisation,
which prevents full utilisation of the device memory during
the main loop. Nevertheless, the present implementation
permits problem sizes on the order of 69.3 million (2D)
and 20.8 million (3D) particles on up to four GPUs (128 GB1060

total device memory), which is beyond what has previously
been reported for incompressible SPH on GPUs, where the
PPE is treated implicitly.

There are a number of possible avenues for future work.
One of the major limitations of this implementation is the1065

relatively high memory usage. Although the present work
demonstrates attainable problem sizes beyond what has
previously been reported for similar incompressible SPH
formulations, this is still below what is achievable in weakly-
compressible SPH. A possible solution to this would be1070

to leverage CUDA’s Unified Memory framework to enable
oversubscription of device memory for out-of-core process-
ing. Unified Memory provides a single address space that
is directly accessible by all system processors (CPUs and
GPUs) with automatic page migration. This enables trans-1075

parent processing of data that does not fit within device
memory and there are recent relevant works demonstrating
this for magnetohydrodyanmics [56] and a multigrid linear
solver [57], both of which still show significant speedups
over the equivalent CPU implementations.1080

Future work should also focus on improving the execu-
tion speed. However, given that approximately 90 % of
the compute time is spent solving the PPE, the returns
from optimising other regions of the implementation will
be limited. Furthermore, since the present work uses an1085

already-optimised third-party library (AmgX) to solve the
PPE, the opportunities for further optimisation here are
also scarce. Having said that, to reduce the communica-
tion overhead between GPUs, AmgX provides support to
exploit GPUDirect technology using CUDA-aware MPI,1090

where MPI communications operate directly on device
memory rather than having to go through intermediate
host-to-host transfers. However, this is not supported on
all systems. It would also be useful to test other third-
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party libraries for solving the PPE. Although AmgX is1095

currently the only library that satisfies the requirements
set out in Section 3.2.1, it is likely that more libraries will
become available as multi-GPU capability becomes more
common. In terms of method development, high-order con-
vergence has recently been demonstrated for EISPH [15, 18].1100

Combining this with the power of multi-GPU computing
will further enhance its potential as a meshless alternative
to traditional CFD. Finally, the original DualSPHysics
code on which this implementation is built is based on
a Lagrangian formulation. To improve the generality of1105

the present Eulerian implementation, existing capability
within the original multi-GPU DualSPHysics code could
be leveraged to enable incompressible simulations within
Lagrangian [40] and mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian [16] frame-
works on multi-GPU.1110
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